This paper reports an experimental and theoretical investigation on the electronic structure of bismuth selenide (Bi 2 Se 3 ) up to 9 GPa. The optical gap of Bi 2 Se 3 increases from 0.17 eV at ambient pressure to 0.45 eV at 8 GPa. The quenching of the Burstein-Moss effect in degenerate samples and the shift of the free-carrier plasma frequency to lower energies reveal a quick decrease of the bulk three-dimensional (3D) electron concentration under pressure. On increasing pressure the behavior of Hall electron concentration and mobility depends on the sample thickness, consistently with a gradual transition from mainly 3D transport at ambient pressure to mainly two-dimensional (2D) transport at high pressure. Two-carrier transport equations confirm the trapping of high-mobility 3D electrons, an effect that can be related to a shallow-to-deep transformation of donor levels, associated with a change in the ordering of the conduction band minima. The high apparent areal density and low electron mobility of 2D electrons are not compatible with their expected properties in a Dirac cone. Measured transport parameters at high pressure are most probably affected by the presence of holes, either in an accumulation surface layer or as minority carriers in the bulk.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bismuth selenide (Bi 2 Se 3 ) is a low-gap layered chalcogenide that has been extensively investigated for thermoelectric applications. 1, 2 After the prediction of its behavior as a three-dimensional (3D) topological insulator (TI), along with Bi 2 Te 3 and Sb 2 Te 3 , 3 research has intensively focused on the characterization of two-dimensional (2D) electrons in the surface Dirac cone. Applications of this topologically protected 2D system to spintronics and quantum computing 4, 5 depend critically on the full understanding of its transport properties. The existence of the Dirac cones with their linear E(k) dispersion has been conclusively confirmed by photoemission (PE) [6] [7] [8] and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). 9, 10 Transport parameters of 2D electrons are more difficult to measure because Bi 2 Se 3 transport properties (as well as free-carrier-related optical properties) are controlled by high-mobility 3D electrons in the bulk. Some attempts to lower the 3D electron concentration by playing with the Bi/Se ratio in the melt 11 or by Ca doping 12 resulted in high-quality samples with an enhanced 3D electron mobility, masking 2D electrons transport more efficiently. These results led Butch et al. 11 to propose the existence of a strong surface electron scattering mechanism dramatically reducing the 2D electron mobility. The most successful strategies to reduce 3D electron concentration have explored the effect of cation or anion substitution, combined with growth condition optimization. In the related compound Bi 2 Te 2 Se, Zhi Ren et al. 13 have managed to grow samples in which the contribution of high-mobility electrons in the Dirac cones is up to 6% of the sample conductance and can be unambiguously identified as a 2D contribution to Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations (SdHOs). Following previous results on the alloy Bi 2−x Sb x Se 3 , 14 Analytis et al. 15 have grown samples with electron concentrations as low as n = 2.3 × 10 16 cm −3 and, also using SdHOs, have shown that SdHOs at the highest magnetic field are contributed only by 2D electrons in the Dirac cones, because 3D electrons are in the quantum limit, where all of them are collapsed to the lowest Landau level. A third strategy consisted of reducing the 3D electron contribution to the sample conductance by using very thin samples, down to few quintuple layers (QLs). Bansal et al. 16 systematically measured the transport properties of samples with thickness from 2 to 2750 QLs, with a bulk 3D electron concentration n = 1.6 × 10 18 cm −3 . In this way they identified the TI surface layer contribution to conductance as a thickness-independent sheet electron density of 1.5 × 10 13 cm −2 and mobility of the order of 1000 cm 2 /Vs for the thicker samples. For a few QLs the TI electron mobility falls to about 300 cm 2 /Vs, as the interaction between TI surface layers opens a new scattering channel. PE measurements 17, 18 have also shown that this interaction leads to the opening of a band gap in the 2D system and, consequently, the loss of the linear E(k) dispersion. Air oxidation of Bi 2 Se 3 surfaces, as recently reported by Kong et al., 19 induces n-type surface doping and adds a supplementary difficulty to the problem. Even if the TI state remains protected, 20, 21 this surface doping creates surface accumulation subbands that contribute to surface charge transport.
High-pressure techniques are useful tools in the investigation of the electronic structure of semiconductors, based on the ability to produce continuous and finely tuned changes in the electronic structure. In this paper we explore the possibility of isolating the 2D electron contribution to charge transport by applying hydrostatic pressure, based on the observed increase of Bi 2 Se 3 band gap under pressure, which could result in a reduction of the 3D electron mobility or in 3D electrons being trapped by pressure-induced deep levels. During the preparation of the revised version of this paper, the same strategy was used by Hamlin et al., 22 showing that the resistivity of Bi 2 Se 3 samples with electron concentrations of the order of 10 19 cm −3 increases, in fact, under pressure by nearly one order of magnitude up to 8 GPa. In this paper we investigate the transport and optical properties of Bi 2 Se 3 under hydrostatic pressure and correlate them to pressure-induced changes in its electronic structure, as calculated by means of ab initio methods. Sections II and III are devoted to the experimental and calculation methods, respectively. Sec. IV is devoted to the presentation and discussion of results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Single crystals of n-type Bi 2 Se 3 were grown using the Bridgman technique. Samples can be easily cleaved from the ingot and cut into slabs for optical or transport measurements. Samples from two ingots grown in different conditions were used. Samples from the A ingot have an electron concentration of 1. For Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) optical measurements under pressure, we used a home-built FTIR setup operating in the mid-IR region (400-4000 cm −1 ) 24 and a large aperture membrane diamond anvil cell (MDAC) 25 with 500-μm culet size IIa diamond anvils. A 250-μm hole was pierced in a preindented steel gasket. Pressure was measured using the ruby fluorescence scale 26 and KBr was used as a pressure-transmitting medium. Hall-effect and resistivity measurements under pressure were made with steel-belted Bridgman tungsten carbide (WC) anvils with a tip of 27 or 15 mm, up to 6 or 12 GPa, respectively. Force on the opposite anvils is applied by a 150-ton oil press. A copper coil around the press piston is used to generate the magnetic field for Hall-effect measurements. Two annealed pyrophyllite gaskets are used to contain the sample in hexagonal BN pressure-transmitting medium, and silver leads between the gaskets direct the current and voltage signals. The setup and its calibration have been described elsewhere. 27, 28 
III. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
Ab initio calculations have been performed within the density functional theory (DFT) 29 using the plane-wave method and the pseudopotential theory with the VASP package 30 with the projector-augmented wave scheme (PAW) 31 and spin-orbit (SO) coupling. A basis set, including plane waves up to an energy cutoff of 320 eV, was used in order to achieve highly converged results. We have used the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation energy with the PBEsol 32 prescription. At each selected volume, the structures were fully relaxed to their equilibrium configuration through the calculation of the forces on atoms and the stress tensor with a dense special k-point sampling. The application of DFT-based calculations to the study of semiconductor properties under high pressure has been reviewed in Ref. 33 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. FTIR absorbtion and reflection results
We will first present and discuss the optical results, because they can be more directly related to the semiconductor band structure. Figure 1 shows the optical transmittance and reflectance spectra at ambient pressure for the two Bi 2 34 The interference fringe amplitude decreases at low photon energy due to the onset of free-carrier absorption and at high photon energies due to the fundamental absorption edge (band-to-band absorption). different pressures. Owing to the large interference pattern, the absorption coefficient can be accurately determined from transmittance spectra only in a small photon energy range between the photon energy at which the interference pattern vanishes and the photon energy at which the transmitted intensity merges into noise. This limitation prevents a detailed analysis of the absorption edge shape. As we are interested only in the pressure dependence of the band gap, we define an optical gap as the photon energy at which transmittance is 1% with respect to the transmittance at the interference maxima in the transparency interval. This value of the transmittance is arbitrary. It was chosen because it corresponds to the highest absorption coefficient that can be accurately determined from transmitted energy levels larger than the spectrometer noise level. Given a sample thickness about 5 μm, the optical gap so defined corresponds to the photon energy at which the absorption coefficient reaches a value of 10 4 cm −1 . The optical gap so defined for sample A, 170 ± 5 meV, turns out to be very close the reported intrinsic value of the Bi 2 Se 3 direct gap, 160 ± 10 meV, 23 but slightly higher as expected owing to a small BM shift. 12, 23 The pressure dependence so determined corresponds to the pressure shift of the absorption edge at the constant absorption coefficient. Figure 3 shows the pressure dependence of the optical gap for both samples. The optical gap of sample A quickly increases under pressure, with a pressure coefficient of about 100 meV/GPa up to 1 GP, and then nonlinearly tends to 450 meV at 8 GPa. The optical gap of sample B exhibits a more linear pressure dependence and a much lower pressure coefficient (16 meV/GPa). Above 4 GPa, the optical gap and its pressure dependence become virtually identical for both samples, strongly suggesting that the BM shift and, consequently, the free-electron concentration decrease under pressure. Figure 4 shows the reflectance spectrum of a thin slab from the B sample at different pressures. Besides the alreadymentioned increase of the optical gap, a shift of the free-carrier plasma reflection structure to lower energies is clearly visible, as shown by the Drude model fits to three experimental spectra. At pressures above 4 GPa, the plasma reflection structure is below the lower limit of our spectrometer range. Nevertheless, in such a thin sample (2.3 μm), the orders of the reflection minima can be unambiguously assigned. Using the refractive index dispersion at ambient pressure, 34 the sample thickness can be also determined. Bi 2 Se 3 cell parameters under pressure have been recently measured. 35 We can obtain the sample thickess at each pressure from the pressure dependence of the c parameter and then determine the refractive index spectrum as a function of pressure, as shown in Fig. 5 . The free-carrierrelated structure is the refractive index drop observed at low frequency. This feature clearly shifts to lower frequencies as pressure increases, consistent with the observed decrease of the plasma frequency.
Results shown in Fig. 5 exhibit another important feature that seems relevant to notice and discuss, namely, the large overall increase of the refractive index under pressure. In the region between 2000 and 3000 cm −1 , the refractive index increases by more than 22% between ambient pressure and 9 GPa, which corresponds to an increase of the electronic dielectric constant by more than 44%. About 15% of this increase is simply related to the volume decrease 35 shown to be mainly determined 36, 37 by a very intense optical transition at 2 eV that would correspond to its Penn gap, 38 according to the Phillips-Van Vechten model [39] [40] [41] for the electronic polarizabiliy of semiconductors. Continuous lines in for the free-carrier contribution
where the Phillips-Van Vechten term includes the plasma frequency of valence electrons (ω P V ) and the Penn gap (hω 0 ), and the Drude term includes the electronic dielectric constant (ε e ), the free-carrier plasma frequency (ω P F C ), and the free-carrier damping frequency (γ ; inverse of the relaxation time). At ambient pressure the Penn gap has been taken to be equal to 2 eV, 36, 37 and the valence electron plasma frequency has been chosen to give the right value of the electronic dielectric constant (ε e =29.5). 34 The pressure dependence of ω P V is taken into account through the measured Bi 2 Se 3 compressibility. 35 Then, the only fitting parameters are ω 0 , ω P F C , and γ . They can be determined independently with good accuracy as they affect different features of the spectrum. The refractive index experimental values are larger than the calculated ones near the optical gap due to the contribution of the direct fundamental transition, not taken into account in Eq. (1). The Penn gap decreases nonlinearly from 2 eV at ambient pressure to 1.86 eV at 3.8 GPa and 1.74 eV at 9.1 GPa. This decrease of the Penn gap is at the origin of the large increase of Bi 2 Se 3 electronic polarizability under high pressure. Figure 6 (a) shows the pressure dependence of the freecarrier plasma frequency as obtained from the reflectivity and refractive index Drude fits. The decrease of the plasma frequency is consistent with the previously mentioned quenching of the BM shift. This effect is also illustrated in Fig. 6(a) through the decrease of the difference between the optical gaps of samples B and A as pressure increases. In the degenerate regime the electron concentration is proportional to (E F -E C ) 3/2 [Fermi level measured from the conduction-band minimum (CBM)]. The Fermi-level shift can be reasonably assimilated to the BM shift, as obtained from the optical gap difference between samples B and A. On the other side, the electron concentration is proportional to the square of the plasma frequency. In Fig. 6(b) we plot ( E g ) 3/2 versus (hω PFC ) 2 . As both quantities are proportional to the electron concentration, the linear relationship between them consistently confirms the decrease of the electron concentration under pressure.
B. Electronic structure under high pressure
Let us discuss the above-mentioned results in light of ab initio calculations. Figure 7 shows the calculated band structure of Bi 2 Se 3 , including spin-orbit effects. At ambient pressure, our results are virtually identical to those reported by Larson et al. 42 and Zhang et al., 3 except that the latter authors do not show the band dispersion in the -U direction. Bi 2 Se 3 is an indirect semiconductor, with the valence-band maximum (VBM) located halfway in the -U direction and the CBM at the point. Orbital composition at ambient pressure reveals the band inversion at the point that is at the origin of the TI 2D system at the surface, as discussed in depth by Zhang et al. and Se s characters. The orbital composition does not basically change under pressure. This is a relevant result indicating that the TI character should be stable under pressure. The sample environment in our high-pressure experiments involves interfaces between the material and the pressure-transmitting medium (KBr for optical and BN for transport experiments). These interfaces are not basically different from those between the material and vacuum, as shown by Chang et al., 43 and then preserve the surface TI states.
The observed increase of the optical gap is consistent with the increase of the direct gap at the point, as it corresponds to the only electric-dipole-allowed transition for photon energies around the forbidden band. Calculated values are larger than experimental ones, as shown in Fig. 3 . This overestimation is a result of using the GGA approximation. The calculated linear coefficient of the direct transition at low pressure, about 60 meV/GPa, is lower than the measured one, but the overall increase of the band gap in the explored pressure range (300 meV) is very close to the experimental value (270 meV). Let us notice that theoretical points in Fig. 3 correspond to the gap at the point. The spin-orbit interaction creates the typical "camel's back" structure shifting band absolute extrema slightly away from the point. As a consequence, the actual calculated band gap would be about 10% smaller.
It is also relevant to stress that several minima (maxima) of the conduction (valence) band shift to lower (higher) energies under pressure and, in particular, the ones in the -U direction become the absolute minimum (maximum) above 5 GPa.
Free-carrier freeze-out under pressure, as observed in III-V 44 or III-VI 45 semiconductors, has been related to a shallow-to-deep transformation of donor levels. More complex situations can arise in the case of metastable states with local bond distortions, but, in a simplified approach, we can consider that donor levels associated with a low effective mass CBM, like the minimum in III-V semiconductors, are shallow, while donor levels associated with a subsidiary minimum with a higher effective mass are, in general, deep. If one of those minima shifts down in energy, its related deep donor becomes deeper than the shallow level and traps free electrons as it enters the forbidden band (even if the related minimum does not become the absolute CBM). In the case of Bi 2 Se 3 , the most likely candidate to have an associated deep level seems to be the minimum at the L point, as it has the lowest curvature (and then the highest effective mass) and shifts to lower energies at a rate of some − 52 meV/GPa.
Concerning the increase of the electronic dielectric constant, let's first try to identify the electronic transitions corresponding to the Penn gap (dielectric function peak at 2 eV). 36, 37 For optical transitions between the valence and conduction band, the only area of the band structure that could give rise to a high joint density of states at 2 eV seems to be around the -L direction. In this region two transitions could contribute to the Penn gap, (i) the transition between the second valence band and the first conduction band along most of the -L direction, excluding an interval close to the point (E I 0
in Fig. 7 ) and (ii) the transition between the valence band and the second conduction band near the L point (E II 0 in Fig. 7) . Then, the Penn gap of Bi 2 Se 3 could be reasonably related to these transitions as, apart from being in the right energy range, band structure calculations predict for both of them a decrease of the transition energy under pressure (more the case for for E II 0 ) with a pressure coefficient close to the one experimentally determined from the refractive index pressure behavior.
C. Transport properties under pressure
We will now present and discuss the results of transport experiments under pressure. Figure 8 shows the pressure dependence of Hall electron concentration (a) and mobility (b) for several Bi 2 Se 3 samples. In contrast to the free-carrier freeze-out detected through FTIR spectroscopy, transport experiments indicate that the pressure behavior of the Hall electron concentration (n H ) depends on the sample thickness. No bulk mechanism (simple trapping of 3D electrons or electron transfer to a low-mobility CBM) can give account of the observed thickness sensitivity of the pressure behavior of Bi 2 Se 3 transport parameters. This behavior is typical of the coexistence of 3D electron transport in the bulk and 2D electron transport in the surface of a sample. A homogeneous distribution of 2D electrons bound to planar interlayer impurity distributions, as observed in layered InSe, 45 would neither explain the present results. In InSe, planar defects are homogeneously distributed across the sample and do not produce macroscopic thickness sensitivity. Let us use a two-carrier model, in which the bulk electron concentration (mobility) is n 3D (μ 3D ), and the areal density (mobility) of 2D carriers at the sample surface is n S (μ 2D ). The effective 3D transport parameters for a sample with thickness d, as they would be measured from resistivity and Hall-effect experiments, would be given by
From these equations an effective carrier concentration n * can be defined as
If we assume that the 3D electron mobility is weakly dependent on pressure, n * can be determined from experimental results by setting μ 3D as the Hall mobility at ambient pressure. Figure 9(a) shows n * as a function of pressure for several samples. It exponentially decreases under pressure and tends to a value inversely correlated to the sample thickness, which is consistent with Eq. (2). We can estimate n * 2D from the limit value of n * at high pressure and then plot n 3D = n * − n * 2D as a function of pressure [ Figure 9 (b)]. In this way the exponential decrease of n 3D is more clearly put in evidence. This exponential decrease is fully consistent with the trapping of 3D electrons by a deep level shifting linearly to lower energies. With a single donor model and no acceptor compensation, the deep trap pressure coefficient would be − 65(5) and − 30(3) meV/GPa for samples from ingots A and B, respectively. This result is consistent with the pressure decrease of the plasma frequency shown in Fig. 6(a) . The decrease of n 3D in sample B by a factor 4 between ambient pressure and 4 GPa corresponds to the decrease of the plasma frequency by a factor 2 through the same pressure range. The thickness sensitivity of the transport parameters pressure behavior can be understood as a result of the relative weight of 3D and 2D transport parameters and their change under pressure. For very thick samples at ambient pressure, n 3D is larger than n s /d, and transport parameters at ambient pressure are dominated by 3D electrons. As pressure increases, 3D electrons are trapped, and charge transport will become gradually dominated by 2D electrons. For thin samples the situation is such that the effective 2D electron concentration is actually larger than the 3D one, but 3D electrons determine the Hall voltage owing to its larger mobility. Dotted lines in Fig. 8(a) are calculated with the same parameters (μ 3D = 1600 cm 2 /Vs, μ 2D = 270 cm 2 /Vs, n 3D = 1.8 × 10 18 cm −3 , and n S = 4.0 × 10 16 cm −2 ), assuming that 3D electrons are trapped by a deep level shifting down in energy at 65 meV/GPa, and simply changing the sample thickness from 300 (lower line) to 75 μm (upper line). This calculation is not intended as an exact fit to the experimental results. It is just an illustration, with a very simple model, of the interplay between both types of transport and the way it changes under high pressure, depending on the sample thickness. The change of the band structure under pressure (Fig. 7 ) provides further hints. On the one side, the absolute VBM and CBM at 5 GPa are midway in the -U direction, and the band gap is smaller than the -band gap at ambient pressure. Then, a much larger minority hole concentration is expected. Their mobility can also be larger than it is at ambient pressure, as VBM at the -U direction exhibits higher curvature than the VBM at the point at ambient pressure, and a lower effective mass is expected. Trapping of 3D electrons also shifts the Fermi level toward the center of the forbidden band and increases the minority hole concentration. At high pressure, when most 3D electrons are trapped and minority holes (with electron concentration p and mobility μ h ) are excited, the Hall mobility and Hall carrier concentration would be given by
This equation qualitatively explain why the highest Hall electron concentrations [ Fig. 8(a) ] are measured in thicker samples (except for the thickest one in which the 2D regime is clearly not attained at 5 GPa). For thick samples the first term in the denominator is smaller than in thin samples, and compensation by holes is more effective. Minority hole concentrations larger than 10 16 cm −3 are possible for a band gap of some 150 meV. 47 The hole areal concentration for a 100-μm-thick sample would then be of 10 14 cm −2 , which is of the same order as the electron areal concentration expected in the Dirac cone. The denominator in Eq. (5) for n H can so be very small and would yield apparent areal concentrations much larger than the actual ones. The fact that Hall voltage sign inversion is not observed suggests that 2D electron mobility is much higher than measured Hall mobility at 5 GPa. This conclusion is consistent with the value of 1000 cm 2 /Vs as determined by Bansal et al. 16 We should also recall that n-type surface doping induced by oxidation, as shown by Kong et al., 19 cannot be excluded, and these extra 2D electrons could also be contributing to the high electron areal concentrations measured at high pressure. These surface subbands have parabolic E(k) dispersion, and their density of states would be constant. Considering Fermi-level energies at some 0.2 eV above the subband minimum, 20 ,21 the contribution of these subbands to the surface electron areal concentration would be larger than 10 13 cm −2 , that is of the same order of magnitude of the expected areal concentration in the TI system for samples from the A ingot.
Hall-effect experiments at high pressure and low temperature should provide further data to determine the transport parameters of the different types of carriers contributing to charge transport in Bi 2 Se 3 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that the optical gap of Bi 2 Se 3 increases under pressure, in agreement with the increase of the direct gap at the point, as determined by ab initio band structure calculations. A large increase of the electronic dielectric constant is also observed and attributed to the decrease under pressure of the Penn gap that is tentatively assigned to higher-energy-allowed transitions in the -L direction. We have also shown the occurrence of a pressuredriven 3D electron trapping mechanism that reduces the bulk electron concentration in Bi 2 Se 3 and has been assigned to a shallow-to-deep transformation of donor levels, associated with a change in the ordering of the conduction band minima can provide an alternative method to isolate and determine the transport contribution of 2D electrons in the Dirac cones. In the conditions of results here reported, this contribution could not be fully isolated because of the presence of minority holes or oxidation-induced extra n-type surface doping. Lowtemperature measurements under high pressure should prevent the excitation of minority holes and create the ideal conditions in which Bi 2 Se 3 transport properties are fully controlled by surface 2D electrons.
